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Abstract 

Under the concept of "Industry 4.0", production processes will be pushed to be increasingly interconnected, 
information based on a real time basis and, necessarily, much more efficient. In this context, capacity optimization 
goes beyond the traditional aim of capacity maximization, contributing also for organization’s profitability and value. 
Indeed, lean management and continuous improvement approaches suggest capacity optimization instead of 
maximization. The study of capacity optimization and costing models is an important research topic that deserves 
contributions from both the practical and theoretical perspectives. This paper presents and discusses a mathematical 
model for capacity management based on different costing models (ABC and TDABC). A generic model has been 
developed and it was used to analyze idle capacity and to design strategies towards the maximization of organization’s 
value. The trade-off capacity maximization vs operational efficiency is highlighted and it is shown that capacity 
optimization might hide operational inefficiency.  
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

The cost of idle capacity is a fundamental information for companies and their management of extreme importance 
in modern production systems. In general, it is defined as unused capacity or production potential and can be measured 
in several ways: tons of production, available hours of manufacturing, etc. The management of the idle capacity 
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Abstract

Bottlenecks in production lines are often shifting and thus hard to identify. They lead to decreased output, longer throughput times
and higher work in progress. Go & See is a well-established Lean practice where managers go to the shop floor to see the problems
first hand. Mixed reality is a promising technology to improve transparency in complex production environments. Until recently,
mixed reality applications have been very demanding in terms of computing power requiring high performance hardware. This
paper presents an approach for real-time KPI visualization using mixed reality for bottleneck identification in production lines
relying on the bring-your-own device principle. The developed application uses image recognition to identify work stations and
visualizes cycle times and work in progress in augmented reality. With this additional information, it is possible to discern different
root causes for bottlenecks, for example systematically higher or varying cycle times due to breakdowns. This solution can be
classified according to the acatech industry 4.0 maturity model as a level 3 – transparency – application. It could be shown that the
identification of bottlenecks and underlying reasons has been improved compared to standard Go & See.
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1. Introduction

The Lean philosophy brought a substantial boost of productivity to many companies. Short improvement cycles
and working on processes directly on the shop floor are key to these improvements. Important tools are Go and See
and Shop Floor Management enabling leadership exactly at the point of value creation. The concepts of Industry 4.0
contradict the direct, haptic experience of the Lean Philosophy, as data is not acquired manually, but rather automat-
ically through decentralized sensors. On the one hand, this leads to data which is more accurate and comprehensive.
On the other hand, it disconnects the information from its source, delivering it in the office, rather than the shop floor.
Hence, the approach of this paper shows a way of connecting the direct feedback of Lean with the comprehensive
information of Industry 4.0. The developed application displays information right at the point of creation relying on
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mixed reality. Due to the bring-your-own-device approach, decision makers in companies can seamlessly interact with
the production environment using the devices they already carry.

2. Literature Review

The bottleneck of a production line is the machine that impedes the performance of the overall system. In
production lines, bottlenecks are often shifting depending on the current system conditions and thus hard to identify
[7]. Improving the bottleneck of a production system leads to an increase in output and is therefore an objective
of production optimization. To identify bottlenecks, analytical methods, simulation and indicators can be used. In
practice, indicator-based methods such as the Active Period Method have the advantage that they are easy to apply
and therefore well-suited for production [10].

Key Performance Indicators, KPIs, are commonly used to identify deviations. Added value is created once the
appropriate actions are taken in response to the detected deviation. An optimal set of KPIs should be minimal but still
reflecting the behavior of the system [14]. Lean and especially Shopfloor Management focus on KPIs as a means to
provide transparency over performance [15], [9]. At the same time, a fundamental principle of Lean is the focus on
the shop floor as location where the value adding processes take place. These principles manifest in the method Go
& See which propagates that managers should go and inspect the reality on the shop floor rather then trusting reports
[11]. Digitization offers the possibility to access KPIs from everywhere. A downside of the ubiquitous availability of
data is that it undermines the fundamental lean principle of Go & See [3]. The introduced digital Go & See respects
the underlying lean principles and fosters the presence of managers on the shop floor.

The Mixed Reality Continuum can be traced back to Milgram and Kishino [8] describing the continuum when
merging reality and virtual reality. ”Mixed reality is defined as experience that seamlessly blends the user’s real-world
environment and digitally-created content, where both environments coexist and interact with each other” [2]. In
retail, mixed reality is already employed to improve customer engagement [12]. First applications of mixed reality
in productions circle around visualization of KPIs and worker assistance [5], e.g. in SCADA systems [13] or for
knowledge sharing [1].

The success of Lean Management is driven by a high sense of responsibility of workers and managers for their
work [15]. Even though the revised norm ISO 9241-210 provides guidelines for human-centered design [4], a design
framework focusing on user engagement has been adopted, to maintain the high sense of responsibility that is impor-
tant to the success of Lean. When focusing on visualization and user interfaces it is vital to design that touch point
of humans with technology in an engaging way improving the underlying objectives [16]. Werbach and Hunter have
contributed a six-step development framework originally designed for gamification applications that places its focus
on a thorough analysis of the users to generate a high level of engagement, see figure 1.

• Define business objectives The first phase consists of the definition of the underlying business objectives, e.g.
increase in output or improve quality. The collection of points or badges is not a business objective.
• Delineate target behavior Based on the business objectives the intended behaviour should be derived.
• Describe users Objective of the third phase is a precise description of the user groups using personas.
• Devise activity loops Activity loops consist of the three elements motivation, action and feedback. Activity

loops engage the user in an action and provide instant gratification through immediate feedback.
• Describe fun Fun can be classified in four categories. Hard Fun describes the excitement when solving a

particularly difficult problem, Easy Fun is caused when the user fully emerges and is guided by the game envi-
ronment, Altered State arises as response to changing emotions, People factor arises due to social interactions,
competitions and companionship.
• Deduction of components Based on the previous analysis, visual components and user flows can be designed

to create the desired effects. [6]
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mixed reality. Due to the bring-your-own-device approach, decision makers in companies can seamlessly interact with
the production environment using the devices they already carry.

2. Literature Review

The bottleneck of a production line is the machine that impedes the performance of the overall system. In
production lines, bottlenecks are often shifting depending on the current system conditions and thus hard to identify
[7]. Improving the bottleneck of a production system leads to an increase in output and is therefore an objective
of production optimization. To identify bottlenecks, analytical methods, simulation and indicators can be used. In
practice, indicator-based methods such as the Active Period Method have the advantage that they are easy to apply
and therefore well-suited for production [10].

Key Performance Indicators, KPIs, are commonly used to identify deviations. Added value is created once the
appropriate actions are taken in response to the detected deviation. An optimal set of KPIs should be minimal but still
reflecting the behavior of the system [14]. Lean and especially Shopfloor Management focus on KPIs as a means to
provide transparency over performance [15], [9]. At the same time, a fundamental principle of Lean is the focus on
the shop floor as location where the value adding processes take place. These principles manifest in the method Go
& See which propagates that managers should go and inspect the reality on the shop floor rather then trusting reports
[11]. Digitization offers the possibility to access KPIs from everywhere. A downside of the ubiquitous availability of
data is that it undermines the fundamental lean principle of Go & See [3]. The introduced digital Go & See respects
the underlying lean principles and fosters the presence of managers on the shop floor.

The Mixed Reality Continuum can be traced back to Milgram and Kishino [8] describing the continuum when
merging reality and virtual reality. ”Mixed reality is defined as experience that seamlessly blends the user’s real-world
environment and digitally-created content, where both environments coexist and interact with each other” [2]. In
retail, mixed reality is already employed to improve customer engagement [12]. First applications of mixed reality
in productions circle around visualization of KPIs and worker assistance [5], e.g. in SCADA systems [13] or for
knowledge sharing [1].

The success of Lean Management is driven by a high sense of responsibility of workers and managers for their
work [15]. Even though the revised norm ISO 9241-210 provides guidelines for human-centered design [4], a design
framework focusing on user engagement has been adopted, to maintain the high sense of responsibility that is impor-
tant to the success of Lean. When focusing on visualization and user interfaces it is vital to design that touch point
of humans with technology in an engaging way improving the underlying objectives [16]. Werbach and Hunter have
contributed a six-step development framework originally designed for gamification applications that places its focus
on a thorough analysis of the users to generate a high level of engagement, see figure 1.

• Define business objectives The first phase consists of the definition of the underlying business objectives, e.g.
increase in output or improve quality. The collection of points or badges is not a business objective.
• Delineate target behavior Based on the business objectives the intended behaviour should be derived.
• Describe users Objective of the third phase is a precise description of the user groups using personas.
• Devise activity loops Activity loops consist of the three elements motivation, action and feedback. Activity

loops engage the user in an action and provide instant gratification through immediate feedback.
• Describe fun Fun can be classified in four categories. Hard Fun describes the excitement when solving a

particularly difficult problem, Easy Fun is caused when the user fully emerges and is guided by the game envi-
ronment, Altered State arises as response to changing emotions, People factor arises due to social interactions,
competitions and companionship.
• Deduction of components Based on the previous analysis, visual components and user flows can be designed

to create the desired effects. [6]
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Mixed reality provides a means to bridge the gap between digitization and fundamental lean principles such as Go
& See. KPI visualization for bottleneck identification is a relevant task of production optimization, ideal to evaluate
how mixed reality can be put to use in production.

3. Augmented Go & See

The introduced mixed reality Go & See application is based on Apple ARKit. The AR framework allows the
development of powerful mixed reality applications that run on common devices such as Apples smartphones and
tablets. This opens new possibilities to create powerful AR applications in the context of production that rely on
the bring-your-own-device principle. The developed Go & See application uses natural feature tracking to recognize
the work station and blend in the last eight cycle times and current buffer levels, as shown in Figure 2. The data to
calculate the cycle times is collected using RFID tags on each product. The system records the time stamps when
entering and leaving a work station as basis for cycle time calculation. The real-time buffer levels can be deduced as
difference between entries and exits of two subsequent work stations. The calculated cycle times for each station and
buffer levels can be accessed via a RESTful API. The overall IT infrastructure surrounding the application is shown
in Figure 1a. The mixed reality Go & See application has been developed according to the 6D framework of Werbach
and Hunter, as shown in Figure 1b.

3.1. Step 1: Define business objectives

Production systems are complex systems with non-linear interactions. As a consequence, it is difficult to detect
root causes behind symptomatic deviations. The underlying business objective for Augmented Go & See is the im-
provement of performance, measured by KPIs in a complex and volatile production environment. The implementation
aims to reduce the throughput time, increase output and overall production effectiveness (OEE).

3.2. Step 2: Delineate target behavior

In order to reach the business objective the key users need to behave in a certain way. In a volatile and complex
production environment it is challenging to detect dynamic bottlenecks by classic Go & See. Accordingly, the users
should regularly inspect and evaluate the production KPIs. The application should invite the user to view the KPIs
on a regular basis and help to focus the users attention on the out-of-norm indicators. In a dynamic environment it
is important that KPIs are up-to-date, since the point of interest might shift very quickly. Real-time KPIs that help
to detect bottlenecks are live cycle times and live buffer levels. The user should regularly check for single, unusually
long cycle times at a workstation indicating technical problems or missing parts. Varying cycle times at a workstation

4 C. Hofmann et al. / Procedia Manufacturing 00 (2019) 000–000

indicate an unstable process. Poor line balancing shows in varying cycle times across the different workstations and
high buffer levels in between stations.

3.3. Step 3: Description of users

Key user for Augmented Go & See are production planners and Lean managers. This group is used to interpreting
charts and has often received special training on lean and efficient production design.

A different user group are the workers. An important tool of Lean production is shopfloor management which
includes the worker in the continuous improvement of the production system. For the same reason it is important to
include the worker in Augmented Go & See in order to enable them to engage in the continuous improvement cycle
of the production line. In contrast to the first user group, they are less used to working with charts and figures. An
adapted and intuitive design is thus key to engage this user group as well.

Within a learning factory, the process observers belong to the user group of production planners. Their objective
is to identify the reasons for the current performance of the production system as input for to the next continuous
improvement cycle. The visualization of KPIs at the point of value creation enables a unique learning experience that
is difficult to match by separate consideration of KPIs and the production environment.

3.4. Step 4: Activity Loops

The fast identification of problem hot spots reduces time-consuming search and helps to efficiently allocate efforts.
The designed user interface highlights indicators that deviate from the desired value and thus gives a motivation to
focus on these (motivation). The users respond to this stimuli by going to the affected work station (action). Having
solved a problem, they receive immediate feedback by a change in color of the bar chart (feedback).

The transfer of knowledge in a realistic but safe environment is a main concern of learning factories. A teach-
ing mode based on simulation is an appropriate way to provide a realistic learning experience. The application thus
provides a simulation mode, generating, realistic data. To make sure that the users do not loose their attention (mo-
tivation), the simulation generates data superior to the regular production pace. However, to provide enough time to
thoroughly grasp the situation, the simulation can be paused, users can move around in the facility and analyze the
current situation in-depth (action). As the simulation cannot be influenced by the users, feedback has to be provided
by a coach accompanying the learning participants (feedback).

3.5. Step 5: Analysis of fun

The user should be attracted by intriguing visual effects and motivated to have a close look on the indicators. The
fast change of KPI values causes excitement and a high level of attention. This interplay triggers altered state and
easy fun. Solving the difficult problem of bottleneck identification and seeing the immediate response of buffer levels
and cycle times activates hard fun.

3.6. Step 6: Deduction of components

The cycle times are visualized using bar charts. These are well suited to compare the cycle times relative to
each other and to identify drifts and trends. Additional labels showing the cycle time in seconds provide detailed
information.
To attract the user’s attention, color coding is applied. If the cycle time is less or equal to its planned cycle time,
the bar is colored in green. Yellow indicates actual cycle times between the planned cycle time and the takt time.
Yellow bars thus indicate insufficient line balancing. In case the actual cycle time exceeds the takt time, the bar is
colored in red. In these cases, the work station causes a decrease in output. This visualization helps the users to focus
their attention on urgent problems (red) and potential for optimization by levelling (yellow). Unstable processes
are easily identified as the bars show different heights. Machine breakdowns manifest in very high cycle times. To
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Key user for Augmented Go & See are production planners and Lean managers. This group is used to interpreting
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A different user group are the workers. An important tool of Lean production is shopfloor management which
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improvement cycle. The visualization of KPIs at the point of value creation enables a unique learning experience that
is difficult to match by separate consideration of KPIs and the production environment.

3.4. Step 4: Activity Loops

The fast identification of problem hot spots reduces time-consuming search and helps to efficiently allocate efforts.
The designed user interface highlights indicators that deviate from the desired value and thus gives a motivation to
focus on these (motivation). The users respond to this stimuli by going to the affected work station (action). Having
solved a problem, they receive immediate feedback by a change in color of the bar chart (feedback).

The transfer of knowledge in a realistic but safe environment is a main concern of learning factories. A teach-
ing mode based on simulation is an appropriate way to provide a realistic learning experience. The application thus
provides a simulation mode, generating, realistic data. To make sure that the users do not loose their attention (mo-
tivation), the simulation generates data superior to the regular production pace. However, to provide enough time to
thoroughly grasp the situation, the simulation can be paused, users can move around in the facility and analyze the
current situation in-depth (action). As the simulation cannot be influenced by the users, feedback has to be provided
by a coach accompanying the learning participants (feedback).

3.5. Step 5: Analysis of fun

The user should be attracted by intriguing visual effects and motivated to have a close look on the indicators. The
fast change of KPI values causes excitement and a high level of attention. This interplay triggers altered state and
easy fun. Solving the difficult problem of bottleneck identification and seeing the immediate response of buffer levels
and cycle times activates hard fun.

3.6. Step 6: Deduction of components

The cycle times are visualized using bar charts. These are well suited to compare the cycle times relative to
each other and to identify drifts and trends. Additional labels showing the cycle time in seconds provide detailed
information.
To attract the user’s attention, color coding is applied. If the cycle time is less or equal to its planned cycle time,
the bar is colored in green. Yellow indicates actual cycle times between the planned cycle time and the takt time.
Yellow bars thus indicate insufficient line balancing. In case the actual cycle time exceeds the takt time, the bar is
colored in red. In these cases, the work station causes a decrease in output. This visualization helps the users to focus
their attention on urgent problems (red) and potential for optimization by levelling (yellow). Unstable processes
are easily identified as the bars show different heights. Machine breakdowns manifest in very high cycle times. To
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identify bottlenecks, the current buffer levels between the work stations are visualized. High buffers in front of a work
station in combination with an empty buffer and long waiting times at the following work station indicate a bottleneck.

Augmented reality and the 3D effect of the charts hovering over the work stations are still new to most users gen-
erating additional interest in the topic. This temporary effect leads to longer usage times and an intense engagement
with the displayed KPIs. To increase the interest even more, new cycle times are continuously polled.

4. Case Study

wbk Institute of Production Science runs a Learning Factory on global production to demonstrate how different
location factors influence design of a production. To show the effects of the location on quality and efficiency, not
only layout and process organization can be varied, but also the automation degree of work stations can be adapted.
In workshops the participants carry out the final assembly of an electrical drive for automotive applications.
One exemplary training focuses on the application of Lean and Industry 4.0 tools. One goal is to demonstrate Lean
and Industry 4.0 tools and their impact on production KPIs to the participating production planners. Accordingly,
the integration of Augmented Go & See in the Learning Factory Global Production serves two goals. Firstly, it
shows the participant the relation between production KPIs and actual events occurring in the assembly line in real
time. This approach serves the goal of teaching the participants a deeper understanding of critical production KPIs.
Secondly, the participants get to see an application of Augmented Go & See, which they might adapt to their specific
production context. Based on the experience of carrying out traditional Go & See as well as Augmented Go & See
the participants directly experience the effects of these methods.

In order to quantify the difference in impact of traditional Go & See and Augmented Go & See a case study has
been carried out among participants of the Lean & Industry 4.0 training in the Learning Factory Global Production.
The participants were separated into two groups. Group A received stopwatch, pen and pencil for traditional Go &
See. Group B received a tablet computer with the Augmented Go & See application. Both groups were asked to
accomplish four tasks during a production cycle:

• Identify the Bottleneck of the line
• Identify a station with technical problems
• Identify an unstable process
• Identify a station with insufficient line balancing
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The participants where given four minutes to complete the task. If they could not find the correct solution in time,
the completion time was set to four minutes.

5. Critical Review and Conclusion

The results show that the participants using the AR App outperformed the traditional lean observers significantly,
see table 1. The detection of bottlenecks and stations with technical problems was also possible without access to the
cycle times just be observing unusual movement and high buffers. Nonetheless the participants of group A could not
match the times of the group using the AR application. The identification of unstable processes and insufficient line
balancing require knowledge about the cycle times. Whereas the users of the augmented Go & See are provided with
the last eight cycle times, the Pen & Paper group needs to collect the data themselves. As the data collection is time
consuming, the time until the members of this group find the correct solution largely depends on their intuition to pick
the right station to collect the data.

Table 1. Experiment results: Time until correct identification for both groups.

Task Pen & Paper µ, σ[sec.] AR Go & See µ, σ[sec.]

Identify the Bottleneck of the line* µ = 103.3, σ = 57.10 µ = 55.2, σ = 18.06
Identify a station with technical problems* µ = 110.1, σ = 68.15 µ = 54.6, σ = 34.69
Identify an unstable process** µ = 170.0, σ = 79.49 µ = 33.3, σ = 10.13
Identify a station with insufficient line balancing** µ = 178.0, σ = 84.55 µ = 38.5, σ = 12.87

* significant with 95% ** significant with 99%

The results are based on a sample of ten participants in each group. The choice of the participants in which
order to answer the questions impacts the results. Further research could focus on the design of an experiment to
independently examine the four aspects.

The introduced mixed reality application gives an example how mixed reality can be put to use in production.
Furthermore it demonstrates that digitization not necessarily undermines Lean principles. If designed well and in a
user-centred way, it is possible to improve widely-spread and established lean tools even further.
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